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summary Born in . Been hard at work since .

I develop mobile apps based on React Native over the

years (I also use Swift and Kotlin in the native modules sometimes but that's pretty small

in project). 
My passion lies in crafting visually stunning and minimalist UI. I don't just see UI design as 
a task, it brings me joy in my daily work.

1998 2019

Experience ABC Technology JSC

Mobile Leader
04/2022 - 07/2022

I've stepped into a new role at a company with diverse projects. As a team lead, I 
manage a four members team overseeing all company projects

 Evaluated team performance and provided constructive feedback
 Led, supported, and reviewed code for team members, fostering a culture of 

collaboration and excellence
 Conducted interviews to expand the team, ensuring on-time delivery of product 

schedules
 Participate in the development of the application's UI.


Proposing appropriate technology solutions for each specific project.

Tech Stack: React Native, NextJS, Hasura Engine, Apollo Client, GraphQL, SocketIO, PM2, 
Mediapipe.

Pety JSC

Mobile Developer
06/2020 - 04/2022

This app unites pet lovers through social networking, facilitating bookings, connections, 
shopping, and shared pet adoration worldwide. As a software engineer and UI designer, I 
contribute to its creation

 Provide constructive feedback
 Build most of the app's features
 Participate in the development of the application's UI
 Ensures compatibility with most mobile devices and delivers high-quality results.

Tech Stack: React Native, Hasura Engine, Apollo Client, GraphQL, WooCommerce REST 
API.

TTS JSC

Mobile Developer
05/2019 - 06/2020

TTS is an e-commerce platform for wholesalers in Vietnam. I take on the role of primary 
developer in mobile app development for buyer-side. Besides, I am also a user interface 
designer. I spend most of my time using React Native during app development. 
This is what the app looked like when I was working here: https://www.behance.net/
gallery/98056431/TTS-New-Version

Tech Stack: React Native, Redux Thunk.

https://baoha.vercel.app
https://www.behance.net/gallery/98056431/TTS-New-Version
https://www.behance.net/gallery/98056431/TTS-New-Version


Side Project @baronha/Ting

Github: https://github.com/baronha/ting
2023

@baronha/react-native-photo-editor

Github: https://github.com/baronha/react-native-photo-editor
2022

@baronha/react-native-multiple-image-picker

Github: https://github.com/baronha/react-native-multiple-image-picker
2021

Education Thu Dau Mot University

Software Engineering
2016 - 2020

Something 
helpful

 Extensive experience in writing Native Modules using 
Swift for iOS and Kotlin for Android

 Skilled in creating intuitive and visually appealing user 
interfaces to enhance user experience

 Committed to continuous learning, staying updated 
with industry trends and adopting new technologies.

Space https://github.com/baronha

https://linkedin.com/in/baronha

https://www.behance.net/baronha

https://dribbble.com/baronha

Tech Stack

React Native NextJS 13 GraphQL Hasura Engine Apollo Client Prisma ORM

Native Modules Swift Kotlin SocketIO Tailwind CSS Firebase

Tool

GIT ChatGPT Figma illustrator Trello Docker Notion

Android Studio xCode
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